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SUPERVISION OF SPIRITUAL DIRECTORS 
 
COMMON IMAGES OF SUPERVISION IN THE WORKPLACE:  
In the workplace supervision often involves teaching tasks, telling employees what to do and how to do it, 
setting goals and objectives and monitoring their achievement, overseeing and evaluating job performance, 
consultation about difficult situations. These tasks are not the primary focus or purpose of supervision of 
spiritual directors. 
 
SUPERVISION OF SPIRITUAL DIRECTORS:  
Supervision involves processing the experiences of directors that are evoked during direction sessions in order to 
help them grow in awareness of their reactions and responses, allow them to respond in a God-centered and 
interiorly “free” way, and to maintain a contemplative focus.   

Consulting, guiding and teaching are focused on how to understand and respond to what is happening in the 
directee. These are valid but secondary concerns to the primary concern of supervision which is the personal 
growth in awareness and freedom of the director. 
 
PURPOSE OF SUPERVISION: to help directors grow as persons in self-awareness and interior freedom in order to 
stay with directees’ experiences and be attentive to God during direction sessions.  This purpose is achieved in 
three primary ways: 
 
1) Exploring Interior Movements in the Director including 

● Dissonant experiences of agitation, distraction, boredom, anxiety, fear and anger.  
● Consonant experiences of joy, gratitude, peace and love in the direction session and movements of Spirit 

that may inspire the director to respond helpfully to the directee. 
 
2) Bringing Hidden Areas of the Director’s Inner Experience into the Light 

To increase awareness of resistance, affective attitudes, psychological and emotional blocks, and areas of 
wounding and life struggle that prevent directors from helping directees explore life experiences deeply or 
to savor God experiences. 

 
3) Fostering Freedom in the Director to Linger with Directees’ Experiences 

Freedom allows the director to notice more keenly the directees’ movements and counter-movements and 
enjoy the directees’ growing relationship with God. 

 
STANCE OF THE SUPERVISOR: 

● Companion on the director’s journey toward awareness and freedom 
● Co-discerner with the director in sifting through their own interior movements 
● Contemplative presence inviting the director to notice and savor God’s presence (or seeming absence) 

in direction sessions 
● Reverent evoker who helps directors discover their inner truth both dark and light 
● Supportive presence as directors confront weaknesses and feelings of inadequacy 
● Skilled allies who help directors listen to & savor directees’ life / God experiences more fully 

(Adapted from: Looking into the Well by Maureen Conroy (Loyola University Press, 1995) 


